Welcome to the 2014 LexisNexis International Content catalogue, a listing of selected international publications, products and services for our Pacific customers.

In an increasingly globalised world, we understand the nature of a law practitioner’s work is ever changing. The demand to drive commercial outcomes and transactions, assist international clients and handle matters across multiple jurisdictions is increasing, as the national boundaries which separate the world diminish.

At LexisNexis, we’re committed to helping our customers meet this challenge and to succeed in this demanding environment. Since we first began publishing in London in 1918, our organisation has expanded on a global scale. So too have our offerings – from books and loose-leaf services, we now offer a vast range of print, digital, and mobile solutions from more than 20 countries across the world.

This catalogue has been designed to introduce to you a selection of key LexisNexis titles and resources to help you manage your international law requirements. From Melbourne to Mumbai, Wellington to Washington, our legal content is credibly sourced, rigorously reviewed and continually updated – researched, written, edited and guided by leading experts of law.

No matter where in the world business might take you, LexisNexis ensures you have access to authoritative and quality content – helping you work through international matters and meet the future demands of this changing industry with confidence.

Kind regards,

TJ Viljoen
CEO, LexisNexis Asia Pacific
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HOW CAN I ORDER?

You can contact your LexisNexis Relationship Manager or our Customer Relations team to place orders, request trials or find out more about individual products.

At any time you can purchase products not listed in this catalogue, however, some delays may occur with shipping, set-up and pricing. See “Ways to order” on page 22.
International Content

General Information

LexisNexis is a global publisher of legal content. Most titles available in other LexisNexis jurisdictions and sold in LexisNexis offices can be purchased by Australian and New Zealand residents through their regional offices.

Office Locations

LexisNexis has products in the following countries (please note, this catalogue is to aid the Asia Pacific professional market and therefore not all countries have products listed in this catalogue):

- CANADA: www.lexisnexis.ca
- U.S.A: www.lexisnexis.com
- UNITED KINGDOM: www.lexisnexis.co.uk
- FRANCE: www.lexisnexis.fr
- SWITZERLAND: www.lexisnexis.ch
- GERMANY: www.lexisnexis.de
- POLAND: www.lexisnexis.pl
- AUSTRIA: www.lexisnexis.at
- MIDDLE EAST: http://www.lexisnexis.co.uk/en-uk/products/middle-east-law.page
- CHINA: www.lexisnexis.com.cn
- INDIA: www.lexisnexis.in
- SOUTH AFRICA: www.lexisnexis.co.za
- AUSTRALIA: www.lexisnexis.com.au
- NEW ZEALAND: www.lexisnexis.co.nz
- JAPAN: www.lexisnexis.jp
- KOREA: www.lexisnexis.kr
- TAIWAN: www.lexisnexis.com.tw
- PHILIPPINES: www.lexisnexis.com.ph
- SINGAPORE: www.lexisnexis.com.sg
- MALAYSIA: www.lexisnexis.com.my

CUSTOMER SUPPORT:

Phone: AU: 1800 772 772
NZ: 0800 800 986
China has a civil law based legal system influenced by both Soviet and continental European Civil law systems. It is based on the People’s Republic of China (PRC) Constitution and is made up on a hierarchy of written laws, regulations and administrative directives.

Online legal database Lexis® China Online
Lexis China Online is the essential Chinese-English bilingual legal database tailored for the China market. A true one-stop service for information retrieval and practical operations, it is the most authoritative, practical and up-to-date legal information platform covering the Chinese market*. It is designed to assist legal professionals from government, corporate enterprises, law firms and tertiary institutions with translated Chinese law.

Based on the same advanced technology that underpins all of the LexisNexis world-leading legal information platforms, Lexis China Online features the most intuitive and effective search platform available. Quickly and easily locate all relevant laws, regulations and up-to-date judicial decisions without needing a translator.

With a focus on legal practices, Lexis China Online also includes a series of practitioner modules specifically developed to resolve legal issues by referencing a variety of rich content such as overviews, key cases, commentaries and contract templates.

*Lexis China Online content is not accessible on LexisNexis Australia and LexisNexis New Zealand online platforms. A separate website URL and login will be required.

Online case database Lexis® China Online
Lexis China Online contains a large collection of judicial decisions. For the Lexis China Online practitioner modules, our team uses a careful selection process to choose the most valuable cases. Catchwords, case maps, and commentaries are provided by commissioned judges and lawyers for a wealth of in-depth information analysis.

*Lexis China Online content is not accessible on LexisNexis Australia and LexisNexis New Zealand platforms. A separate website URL and login will be required.

Recommended books
• An Introduction to the Legal System of the PRC
• China Trade Secret Protection: Practice & Strategy
• China Transfer Pricing Guide
• China Patent Legal System & Practice
• China Employment Practice Guide
• International Arbitration in the People’s Republic of China: Commentary Cases and Materials

Further publications
Other People’s Republic of China-based professional products and packages are available and can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices.

Hong Kong’s legal system is initially based on English Common Law. As of 1997, the Hong Kong courts are gradually developing their own body of law, drawing references from other Commonwealth jurisdictions such as Australia and Canada. In matters of family and land tenure, Chinese customary law prevails.

Online legal database Lexis® HK
Available on local LexisNexis content platforms, Lexis HK offers the largest local legal content in the form of commentaries, cases, legislation and forms covering Hong Kong, as well as other key jurisdictions.

Online case database CaseBase Hong Kong
CaseBase is a comprehensive online case law research tool with case history going back to 1946. It presents you with a roadmap of how any Hong Kong case is subsequently treated and covers all significant judgments, plus overseas cases where referred to in Hong Kong. It displays basic case details, catchwords and summaries, legislation referred to in the case, as well as annotating cross-references between cases. Hyperlinks to full-text judgments and legislation are included, as well as visual aids to understanding the current status of a case. Daily case alerts keep you updated on new cases of your practice area.

Key titles
• Hong Kong Cases
• Hong Kong Corporate Law
• Hong Kong Family Law Reports
• Annotated Ordinances of Hong Kong
• Halsbury's Laws of Hong Kong
• Atkin’s Hong Kong Court Forms

Recommended books
• An Introduction to the Legal System of the PRC
• The Hong Kong Basic Law
• A Guide to Civil Procedure in Hong Kong
• Butterworths Hong Kong Building Law Handbook
• Butterworths Hong Kong Mediation Practical Guide
• Butterworths Hong Kong Securities Handbook
• Corporate Governance and Compliance in Hong Kong

Further publications
Other Hong Kong-based professional products and packages are available and can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices.
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Malaysia, authoritative sources relied upon by legal professionals such as Halsbury’s Laws of Malaysia, Malaysian Precedents and Forms, Atkin’s Court Forms Malaysia and others are now available online.

**Online case database**

**Case Analysis Malaysia**
Delve deeper into your research for a complete view of your authorities. Case Analysis Malaysia provides both the positive and negative treatments of Malaysian case law from 1932 onwards. Gain deeper insight into your research as you evaluate your Malay Law Journal Reports’ case law results.

**Key titles**
- Malaysian Shariah Laws Reports
- Malaysian Law Journal Reports
- Malaysian Law Journal Unreported
- Malaysian Law Journal Articles
- Unannotated Statutes of Malaysia
- Malaysian Precedents and Forms
- Malaysian Court Practice
- Annotated Statutes of Malaysia
- Atkin's Court Forms Malaysia
- The Companies Act
- Halsbury’s Laws of Malaysia
- Malaysian Conveyancing
- National Land Code

**Online legal database**

**Lexis® Malaysia**
Access high quality content with enhanced functionality, hyper-linking capabilities and content previously available only in print format to legal professionals in Malaysia. With Lexis Malaysia, combining English in Malaysia. Malaysia has a mixed legal system headed by the Yang di-Pertuan Agong (“paramount ruler”), and customarily referred to as the king who also represents the leadership of Islamic faith in Malaysia. Malaysia has a mixed legal system combining English Common Law, Islamic Law, and Customary Law. Judicial review of legislative acts in the Supreme Court is at the request of the supreme head of the federation.

**Recommended books**
- Compendium of Malaysian International Property Cases
- Adjudication of Construction Payment Disputes in Malaysia
- Law of Evidence in Malaysia
- Banking Law
- Employment Law in Malaysia
- Land Law in Malaysia, Cases and Commentary
- Malaysian Rules of Court – An Annotation
- Harbans’ Engineering and Construction Contracts Management Law and Principles

**Further publications**
Other Malaysian-based professional products and packages are available online and can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices.

**Singapore’s legal system is based on English Common Law and has evolved over the years. Sources of law are derived from the Constitution, legislation, subsidiary legislation (e.g. Rules and Regulations etc) and judge-made law (precedents).**

**Online legal database**

**Lexis® Singapore**
Lexis Singapore, the legal online research platform tailor-made for legal practitioners, government and corporate users, offers the largest local legal content in the most intuitive and friendly online environment. With Lexis Singapore, authoritative sources and works such as Halsbury’s Laws of Singapore and Atkin’s Court Forms are now available for legal professionals to access with ease.

**Key titles**
- Halsbury’s Laws of Singapore
- Woon’s Corporation Law
- Atkin’s Court Forms of Singapore
- Civil Practice in Singapore and Malaysia

**Recommended books**
- Asia Pacific Construction Law Casebook – Hong Kong, Malaysia & Singapore
- Banking Law
- Commentary and Cases On Personal Property Law
- Contract Administration Guide to the SIA Conditions of Building Contract
- Law and Practice of Arbitration in Singapore
- Merger Control in Singapore: Law and Practice
- Principles and Practice of Securities Regulation in Singapore
- The Practice of Law

**Further publications**
Other Singaporean-based professional products and packages are available online and can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices.
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**South Africa** has a mixed legal system of Roman-Dutch civil law, English Common Law, and Customary Law depending on the local area and province.

### Online legal database

**Lexis® India**

Lexis India helps you carry out seamless research across different sources (Authoritative Commentaries, Legislation and Case-law) to arrive at relevant results faster. New editions of commentaries and analysis by expert and renowned authors like Mulla, Ramaiya, Sarkar, Ratanlal & Dhirajlal, MP Jain, Chaturvedi & Pithisaria, R S Bachawat, Justice G P Singh etc.

*Lexis India content is not accessible on LexisNexis Australia and LexisNexis New Zealand platforms. A separate website URL and login will be required.*

### Key titles
- Halsbury’s Laws of India
- Madras Law Journals
- Bhandari: Guide to Company Law

### Recommended books
- Guide to Company-Directors Powers, Rights, Duties, Liabilities and Corporate Social Responsibilities
- Guide to Debit Recovery Tribunal
- Law of Arbitration and Conciliation (2 Volumes)
- Law Relating to Electronic Transfer of Money
- Law Relating to Limited Liability Partnership in India
- Tannan’s Banker’s Manual
- Tannan’s Banking Law and Practice in India

### Further publications

Other Indian-based professional products and packages are available online and can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices.

---

**India**’s common law system is based on the English model composed of customs, precedents and legislation. Separate personal law codes apply to Muslims, Christians, and Hindus. There is judicial review of legislative acts.

### Online legal database

**Lexis® India**

Lexis India helps you carry out seamless research across different sources (Authoritative Commentaries, Legislation and Case-law) to arrive at relevant results faster. New editions of commentaries and analysis by expert and renowned authors like Mulla, Ramaiya, Sarkar, Ratanlal & Dhirajlal, MP Jain, Chaturvedi & Pithisaria, R S Bachawat, Justice G P Singh etc.

*Lexis India content is not accessible on LexisNexis Australia and LexisNexis New Zealand platforms. A separate website URL and login will be required.*

### Key titles
- Halsbury’s Laws of India
- Madras Law Journals
- Bhandari: Guide to Company Law

### Recommended books
- Guide to Company-Directors Powers, Rights, Duties, Liabilities and Corporate Social Responsibilities
- Guide to Debit Recovery Tribunal
- Law of Arbitration and Conciliation (2 Volumes)
- Law Relating to Electronic Transfer of Money
- Law Relating to Limited Liability Partnership in India
- Tannan’s Banker’s Manual
- Tannan’s Banking Law and Practice in India

### Further publications

Other Indian-based professional products and packages are available online and can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices.

---

**Other important publications**

Other South African based professional products and packages can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices.
The legal system of the Middle East is predominantly influenced by Islamic Law. However, most nations apply a mixed system with elements from English, French, Egyptian, and Anglo-Saxon law among others. Each jurisdiction has an independent legal system and frameworks that have evolved over many years dating back in most cases to Ottoman system and frameworks that have evolved over others. Each jurisdiction has an independent legal system and frameworks that have evolved over many years dating back in most cases to Ottoman State Rule and include aspects of Shariah Law.

LexisNexis provides legal content needed for all the following countries within the Middle East:

- Bahrain
- UAE
- Egypt
- Iran
- Iraq
- Kuwait
- Lebanon
- Oman
- Qatar
- Saudi Arabia

Online legal database
Lexis® Middle East Law*

Combining the global expertise of LexisNexis and the regional experience of Sader Publishers, practitioners are provided with the most current and accurate information on Middle East law.

The content is translated into English and is available in Arabic, so you can quickly and easily find the information you need.

Access the Middle East online library for a complete perspective with daily news updates, legislation, regulations, cases and practical guidance to specific industry and practice area.

*Lexis Middle East Law content is not accessible on LexisNexis Australia and LexisNexis New Zealand. A separate website URL and login will be required.

Online case database
Lexis® Middle East Law

Thousands of case decisions from the UAE Courts, Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) Courts and Qatar Financial Centre (QFT) Courts are listed by topic and linked to relevant legislation. You have the option to ‘find related cases’ at an individual article level and can also request full court judgments that have not yet been uploaded onto the tool.

Lexis Middle East Law includes cases from the Dubai Court of Cassation (DCC), Abu Dhabi Court of Cassation (ADCC), DIFC Courts and QFC Civil and Commercial Court.

Practical Guidance Service

Practical Guidance Middle East Online is an online ‘Question and Answer’ service that provides a quick definition on the practice area and it’s application. Please note this is not like the Australian or New Zealand LexisNexis Practical Guidance product.

Practice Area | Country
--- | ---
Air Transport | UAE, Lebanon, Qatar, Iran, Libya & Saudi Arabia
Anti-corruption Regulation | UAE, Lebanon, Qatar, Iran, Libya & Saudi Arabia
Arbitration | Bahrain, UAE, Egypt, Lebanon, Qatar, Iran, Libya & Turkey
Banking | UAE
Construction | UAE, Lebanon, Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait & Egypt
Corporate Governance | Lebanon
Corporate Immigration | UAE, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon & Turkey
Dispute Resolution | UAE
Foreign Investment Review | Saudi Arabia
Franchise | Kuwait
Intellectual Property | Turkey
Labour Law | Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi, UAE, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan & Turkey
Merger Control | Saudi Arabia
Mergers & Acquisition | UAE & Saudi Arabia
Oil Regulation | Iran, Iraq, Qatar, Kuwait & Oman
Project Finance | UAE, Iran, Oman & Saudi Arabia Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar & Jordan
Public Procurement | Egypt, Turkey & Saudi Arabia
Real Estate | UAE, Jordan & Qatar
Restructuring & Insolvency | Bahrain, UAE & Egypt
Securities & Finance | Egypt
Shipping | Bahrain, Iraq, UAE & Egypt
Telecoms & Media | Bahrain, Egypt & Saudi Arabia
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At the federal level, the USA operates to a common law system based on English common law. State legal systems are based on common law (except Louisiana, which is based on Napoleonic civil code).

**Online legal database**

**Lexis.com**

Improve the efficiency and accuracy of your international legal research with Lexis.com. Find more of what you need in less time, without missing critical legal information. Access comprehensive international legal content with the user-friendly interface and online research tools of Lexis.com. Unique timesaving features give you results—not clutter.

**Online case database**

**Shepard’s® Citations Service**

With Shepard’s you receive comprehensive editorial analysis conducted by experienced attorneys. Comprehensive analysis provides you history and an array of case outcomes that help ensure your authorities are practicing good law—and are confident that they are building a stronger case.

*Shepard’s Citations Service content is not accessible on LexisNexis Australia and New Zealand content platforms. A separate website URL and login will be required.

**Key titles**

- Intellectual Property Counseling and Litigation
- Banking Law
- Corporate Compliance Practice Guide
- Corporate Governance: Law & Practice
- Fox & Fox: Corporate Acquisitions & Mergers

**Recommended books**

- Judicial Conduct and Ethics
- Federal Banking Laws and Regulations
- Understanding Corporate Law
- A Conflict of Laws Anthology
- Rules of Patent Drafting
- Immigration and Nationality Law: Problems and Strategy
- The UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods: Practice and Theory
- Healthcare Reform: Law and Practice

**Further publications**

**LexisNexis® Practice Advisor**

Practical guidance through LexisNexis Practice Advisor includes Mergers & Acquisitions, Securities & Capital Markets, Financial Restructuring & Bankruptcy, Corporate Counsel, California, Business & Commercial. Other US-based professional products and packages can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices.

**Canada** is based on an English common law system, except in Quebec where civil law based on the French civil code prevails.

**Online legal database**

**LexisNexis® Quick Law**

LexisNexis Quicklaw Full Service puts timesaving research tools and tailored legal content at your fingertips – delivered by the most powerful online search engine in Canada.

*LexisNexis Quicklaw content is not accessible on LexisNexis Australia and New Zealand content platforms. A separate website URL and login will be required.

**Online case database**

**QuickCITE™ Case Citator**

Quickly validate the authority of your case with QuickCITE Case Citator, with over 1 million unique cases and nearly 3 million individual treatment relationships. Use QuickCITE™ Statute Citator to validate legislation and find the most current revision of statutes in every Canadian jurisdiction.

*QuickCITE content is not accessible on LexisNexis Australia and New Zealand content platforms. A separate website URL and login will be required.

**Key titles**

- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada
- Canadian Forms & Precedents

**Recommended books**

- A Practical Guide to Outsourcing Agreements
- Bypass Court - A Dispute Resolution Handbook
- Canadian Federal Courts Practice
- Commercial Insolvency in Canada
- E-Discovery in Canada
- International Taxation in Canada
- Canadian Digests
- Legal Protection of Software – Patents and Trademarks
- The Law of ADR in Canada – An Introductory Guide

**Further publications**

**Lexis Practice Advisor Canada**

Practical guidance on Insolvency & Restructuring, Corporate and Intellectual Property and Technology is a practical online resource that provides market standard tools for transactional matters. Other Canada-based products and packages are available online and can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices. Please contact LexisNexis on the details below.

For more information & customer support, turn to page 22.
The four principal sources of UK law are Legislation, Common Law, European Union Law and the European Convention on Human Rights. There is no single series of documents that contains the whole of the law of the UK.

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK) consists of four countries: England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.

Some laws apply throughout the whole of the UK; some in only one, two or three countries. LexisNexis provides a comprehensive selection of legal content that applies either to the whole of the UK, or to England, Scotland and Wales and other legal jurisdictions throughout the Commonwealth.

Online case database

Lexis® Library

LexisNexis Library is the online database that is available on the LexisNexis Australia and LexisNexis New Zealand platforms.

UK Case Overview

Case Overview is the UK case citator that has comprehensive coverage of reported English, selected Irish, Scottish, Commonwealth and European cases with parallel cities dating back to 1502. It also includes case digests, procedural history of cases and an assessment of the legal status of each case. It also references over 600 law reports with intuitive search capability and easy-to-use functionality.

Key titles

• All England Law Reports (and Cases)
• Atkin’s Court Forms
• Butterworths Company Law Cases
• Butterworths Human Rights Cases
• Butterworths Medico-Legal Reports
• Construction Law Reports
• The Digest
• Encyclopaedia of Forms & Precedents
• Halsbury’s Laws of England
• Halsbury’s Statutes
• Halsbury’s Statutory Instruments
• Law Reports of the Commonwealth
• West Indian Law Reports (1958-2011)
• Laws of Scotland: Stair Memorial Encyclopaedia

Recommended books

• Deloitte iGAAP 2014 - A Guide to IFRS Reporting
• Butterworths IP Law Handbook
• Spencer Bower, Turner & Handley: Actionable Misrepresentation
• Butterworths Securities and Financial Services Law Handbook
• Munkman on Employers Liability
• Benson on Statutory Interpretation
• The Civil Court Practice 2014 (The Green Book)
• Butterworths Insolvency Law Handbook
• Bailey and Groves: Corporate Insolvency – Law and Practice
• Modern Law of Patents
• Butterworths Employment Law Handbook
• Munkman on Employers Liability
• Williams on Wills
• The Bar Handbook 2014-2015

Online case database

Lexis® Library

LexisNexis Library is the online database that is available on the LexisNexis Australia and LexisNexis New Zealand platforms.

UK Case Overview

Case Overview is the UK case citator that has comprehensive coverage of reported English, selected Irish, Scottish, Commonwealth and European cases with parallel cities dating back to 1502. It also includes case digests, procedural history of cases and an assessment of the legal status of each case. It also references over 600 law reports with intuitive search capability and easy-to-use functionality.

Key titles

• All England Law Reports (and Cases)
• Atkin’s Court Forms
• Butterworths Company Law Cases
• Butterworths Human Rights Cases
• Butterworths Medico-Legal Reports
• Construction Law Reports
• The Digest
• Encyclopaedia of Forms & Precedents
• Halsbury’s Laws of England
• Halsbury’s Statutes
• Halsbury’s Statutory Instruments
• Law Reports of the Commonwealth
• West Indian Law Reports (1958-2011)
• Laws of Scotland: Stair Memorial Encyclopaedia

Recommended books

• Deloitte iGAAP 2014 - A Guide to IFRS Reporting
• Butterworths IP Law Handbook
• Spencer Bower, Turner & Handley: Actionable Misrepresentation
• Butterworths Securities and Financial Services Law Handbook
• Munkman on Employers Liability
• Benson on Statutory Interpretation
• The Civil Court Practice 2014 (The Green Book)
• Butterworths Insolvency Law Handbook
• Bailey and Groves: Corporate Insolvency – Law and Practice
• Modern Law of Patents
• Butterworths Employment Law Handbook
• Munkman on Employers Liability
• Williams on Wills
• The Bar Handbook 2014-2015

UK PSL


Further publications

EU Tracker

EU Tracker tracks the implementation of the key EU Directives across 12 practice areas in over 20 Member States, providing a gateway to EU Law (primary, secondary, materials and case law) and keeping customers up-to-date on EU affairs with its newsletters and alerts.

Other UK products and packages are available online and can be purchased through LexisNexis Pacific (Australian and New Zealand) offices.
**Key titles**
- Halsbury’s Laws of Australia
- The Australian Encyclopedia of Forms & Precedents
- Australian Law Reports
- LawNow
- Family Law Reports
- Intellectual Property Reports
- Australian Consumer Credit Reports
- Australian Corporations and Securities Reports
- Civil Liability Australia
- National Work Health and Safety Law

**Recommended books**
- Deformation Law in Australia
- Law of Charity
- Statutory Interpretation in Australia
- The International Arbitration Act 1974: A Commentary
- The Law of Misleading or Deceptive Conduct
- Women and the Law in Australia
- Annotated National Credit Code
- Cross on Evidence
- Australian Corporate Law
- Australian Torts Law
- Carter’s Breach of Contract
- Civil procedure: Commentary and Materials
- Ford’s Principles of Corporation Law
- International Commercial Law

**Practical Guidance**
Practical Guidance is the essential professional solution tool for online legal research. Customers get straight to specific answers faster and more easily. The modules are designed by practice area and provide access to a broad collection of guidance notes, commentary, checklists, precedents, forms, cases and legislation across the topics you need to successfully deal with a legal matter.

Our suite of Practical Guidance modules currently includes 12 practice areas: Family Law, Business Law, Property Law, Corporations Law, Employment Law, Succession Law, Work Health and Safety Law, General Counsellor, Consumer Law, Personal Injury NSW, Personal Property Securities and Immigration Law. The intuitive search features combined with links to deeper LexisNexis AU research, regular legal content updates and quick links to relevant external sites, will save you time and guide you through unfamiliar areas.

**Online case database**
**CaseBase® Case Citerator Pacific**
CaseBase Case Citerator is Australia and New Zealand’s most comprehensive and current case citer, currently storing more than 565,000 cases and journal article entries at easy-to-use access. With extensive links to the full text decisions in Unreported Judgments, dozens of Australian, New Zealand and international specialist Reports Series, Journals and CaseSearch (UK), CaseBase is the flagship solution for case law research.

**Key titles**
- Sim’s Court Practice
  - Family Law Service
  - District Court Procedure Criminal
  - District Court Procedure Civil
  - Cross on Evidence
  - Bercroft & Hall’s Transport Law
  - Heath & whale on Insolvency
  - Adams Land Transfer
  - Commercial Law in New Zealand
  - Copyright & Design
  - Environmental & Resource Management Law
  - Fisher on Matrimonial & Relationship Property
  - Local Government
  - Mazengarb’s Employment Law
  - Morison’s Co & Sec Law
  - HMS Land Law
  - Wills & Succession
  - Law of Trusts
  - Garrow & turkington Criminal Law

*This list is designed for Australian firms.

**Online legal database**
**LexisNexis® AU**
LexisNexis AU is your definitive research and advanced legal information tool providing you with in-depth, comprehensive and authoritative information from one trusted source. Enhancements have been developed specifically with the Australian professional user in mind. The search platform provides easy-to-use and flexible solutions that offer premium titles and recent releases with enhanced reliability and accessibility to our customers.

**Recommended books**
- Williams & Kawharu on Arbitration
- Company Law in New Zealand
- Intellectual Property in New Zealand
- Trade Marks in Practice
- Law of Contract
- Public Law Toolbox

**Practical Guidance**
Practical Guidance is the essential professional solution tool for online legal research. Customers get straight to specific answers faster and more easily. The modules are designed by practice area and provide access to a broad collection of guidance notes, commentary, checklists, precedents, forms, cases and legislation across the topics you need to successfully deal with a legal matter.

Our suite of Practical Guidance modules currently includes nine practice areas: Business Law, Criminal Law, Employment Law, Employment Law for Business, Family Dispute Resolution, Family Law, Inhouse Counsel, Resource Management Law, and Trust Law. The intuitive search features, combined with links to deeper LexisNexis NZ research, regular legal content updates and quick links to relevant external sites, will save you time and guide you through unfamiliar areas.

*This list is designed for New Zealand firms.

**Online case database**
**CaseBase® Case Citerator Pacific**
CaseBase Case Citerator is Australia and New Zealand’s most comprehensive and current case citer, currently storing more than 565,000 case and journal article entries at easy-to-use access. With extensive links to the full text decisions in Unreported Judgments, dozens of Australian, New Zealand and international specialist Reports Series, Journals and CaseSearch (UK), CaseBase is the flagship solution for case law research.

**Key titles**
- Personal Grievances
- Privacy Law & Practice
- New Zealand Forms & Precedents

**Recommended books**
- Williams & Kawharu on Arbitration
- Company Law in New Zealand
- Intellectual Property in New Zealand
- Trade Marks in Practice
- Law of Contract
- Public Law Toolbox

**Practical Guidance**
Practical Guidance is the essential professional solution tool for online legal research. Customers get straight to specific answers faster and more easily. The modules are designed by practice area and provide access to a broad collection of guidance notes, commentary, checklists, precedents, forms, cases and legislation across the topics you need to successfully deal with a legal matter.

Our suite of Practical Guidance modules currently includes nine practice areas: Business Law, Criminal Law, Employment Law, Employment Law for Business, Family Dispute Resolution, Family Law, Inhouse Counsel, Resource Management Law, and Trust Law. The intuitive search features, combined with links to deeper LexisNexis NZ research, regular legal content updates and quick links to relevant external sites, will save you time and guide you through unfamiliar areas.

*This list is designed for New Zealand firms.

**Online case database**
**LexisNexis® NZ**
LexisNexis NZ is your definitive research and advanced legal information tool providing you with in-depth, comprehensive and authoritative information from one trusted source. Enhancements have been developed specifically with the New Zealand professional user in mind. The search platform provides easy-to-use and flexible solutions that offer premium titles and recent releases with enhanced reliability and accessibility to our customers.
Nexis®

Nexis is the leading online service for strategic news and business research, with content from over 35,000 sources. With Nexis, you can find company, demographic and country information and search through news archives up to 30 years, which help you make informed decisions.

• 5 billion documents and records from over 35,000 sources to search from. Find current and archived news, company and financial information, legal information, and much more.
• Easy and enhanced source selection, one-step search refinement, result groups classification, and navigation techniques. Quickly target your searches and efficiently incorporate results into your workflow, enabling you to find reliable information even if you are a novice.
• Easily accessible results and navigation techniques. Choose how you want to receive your results; printed, via email, or downloaded directly to your computer or your mobile device. Your search results are automatically saved.

FOR MORE INFORMATION & CUSTOMER SUPPORT, TURN TO PAGE 22

TotalPatent™

The TotalPatent research tool is one of the LexisNexis® IP solutions that helps you protect, develop, and maintain patent assets. The patent database offers multiple features and functionalities to make your intellectual property research more efficient and timely.

What TotalPatent™ brings to you:
• Full-text published patents. Find published patent documents from 100 countries. Full-text coverage is currently available for 30 countries.
• Search efficiently. Perform a single search query in all patent collections globally. View your search results by family, with the option of removing duplicates.
• Monitor the industry. Stay informed on new technology and competitors’ activities in patent applications, pending patents and prior art via its monitoring function.
• Create graphics. Utilize inbuilt analytics tools to create graphical maps and bar charts online.
• Personalise your research. Customize user preferences and export patent data into Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheets.

FOR MORE INFORMATION & CUSTOMER SUPPORT, TURN TO PAGE 22

Bridger Insight™

LexisNexis Bridger Insight XG strengthens compliance by keeping you in front of evolving global regulations. Using a single interface, the solution delivers rapid screening by leveraging a best-in-class matching algorithm and access to the latest global watchlists. Bridger Insight XG helps companies effectively conduct due diligence and comply with global regulatory regimes, such as the UK Bribery Act, the FCPA, Anti-Money Laundering laws and International Sanctions regime requirements. Its unique Batch News capability provides a unique and efficient way to always be aware of changes to your higher risk clients.

What Lexis Diligence brings to you:
• Safeguard your corporate reputation. Ensure your organisation is not associated with bribery, fraud, corruption or improper behaviour via a third party, customer or supplier. You can track high risk third parties to ensure you are alerted to potential changes. Trust LexisNexis to protect your business.
• Simple steps to vetting and compliance. Save research steps and time when performing due diligence checks. Our solution brings together all the intelligence you need, in one place.
• User-friendly search screening. Reduce your investment in IT and training. Lexis Diligence is simple to use. It searches across multiple databases to deliver relevant matches immediately.
• Demonstrate regulatory compliance. Be assured that you have performed the necessary screening. All searches are time and date stamped, providing an audit trail to prove that you have carried out the appropriate due diligence.

FOR MORE INFORMATION & CUSTOMER SUPPORT, TURN TO PAGE 22

Lexis®

Conduct deep dive due diligence on your customers and suppliers to protect your business and to be prepared in the event of an audit. With Lexis Diligence, you can quickly perform enhanced due diligence checks on organisations, individuals, and jurisdictions of concern to you that minimise reputational risk to your business, and comply with KYC requirements under global and local legislation.
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*All prices are current as of 01/02/2014. Prices are subject to change and all orders remain valid until cancelled in writing.

*Postage and handling may incur an extra charge.

PRIVACY NOTICE

LexisNexis is committed to maintaining your privacy, and we want you to understand how we use and manage your data. In order to improve our services and provide better content, LexisNexis may keep track of patterns of use in the e-mails and e-mail newsletters we send. We note which links are clicked in our email communications as specific user profile information to tell us what areas are most interest to our recipients. In most cases, this information will be used in aggregate form, but sometimes personally identifiable information will be shared within a LexisNexis global organisation for the limited purposes described above. Please review our privacy statement for additional information. By supplying LexisNexis your information, you have given us permission to communicate to you via email, e-mail, SMS, MMS and telephone to inform you about our services we deliver relevant to your industry indefinitely. If you wish to obtain a copy of our data privacy policy, access the personal information we hold about you or personal information is inaccurate, incomplete or outdated, please contact our Privacy Officer at LexisNexis Australia or privacy@lexisnexis.com.au and we will provide you with a copy of our data privacy policy, take reasonable steps to provide you with access to your personal information or correct the information, if you do not wish to receive such communications as outlined above, please contact us at LexisNexis Australia or privacy@lexisnexis.com.au, to unsubscribe. LexisNexis NZ Ltd.
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